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Introducction:
This repport is a co
ontinuation of
o the Malllincam verssus ZWO IM
MX294CJK
K CMOS caamera
comparisson testing. The final peerformance parameters
p
t compare between
to
b
thesse two cameras is
their senssitivity and noisiness.
n
T
These
perforrmance param
meters have the most diirect influencce on
the qualiity of imagees that the camera
c
is abble to produuce. The moost commonn way to exxpress
camera performance
p
e in terms of
o these paarameters is using a Siignal-to-Noise Ratio (S
SNR).
Considerr the typicall AP image below in Fiigure 1. Thhe image is made up off signal from
m the
deepsky object of in
nterest, overlaid with random
r
noisse. The rattio of the magnitude
m
o the
of
deepsky object's sign
nal to the maagnitude of thhe noise is thhe image's SNR.
S

Figure 1

Ideal vs Re
eal AP Image
e (original im
mage by Jean
n Guimond, 2013)

a image is relatively eaasy to measuure. It can be
b calculatedd simply byy taking the mean
m
SNR in an
image luuminance and
d dividing itt by the RM
MS noise, whhich is equivvalent to the signal's stanndard
deviationn. Figure 2 below
b
illustrrates the process for an image
i
I capttured of an LED.
L
The daata in
the plot corresponds
c
to the pixel luminance values alonng the path of
o the red liine shown on
o the
left. Note the rando
om appearannce of the pixel luminannce values; noise resulting from vaarious
hot noise, thhermal sensoor (dark current) noise, and
a read noisse. In the caase of
sources including: sh
this exam
mple image, I calculatedd the mean and
a standard deviation of the signal by importinng the
image daata into a sp
preadsheet. I will expllain later hoow I did thiss calculationn for my caamera
comparisson.
R is a good measure of a camera's ability
a
to deeliver a qualiity image, however
h
the SNR
The SNR
producedd by a camerra changes ass a result of a number off user controolled factors:


Gain setting: Gain is essentiially the appplication of amplification
a
n to the signnal in
order to make it larger. Inccreasing gaiin will increase the maagnitude of your
n
as welll. Dependinng on
signall, but it will also increasse the magniitude of the noise
how gain
g
is applied within the cameraa (for exam
mple where along the signal
s
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processsing path), the net resuult of using more gain can
c be an inccrease in SN
NR, a
decreaase in SNR, or no net chhange.
Expossure time: Increasing exposure
e
tim
me increasess signal maggnitude, butt also
increaases shot nooise. There is always a net benefiit to SNR of
o using a loonger
expossure that is on
o the orderr of sqrt(expposure time). For exam
mple multipplying
your exposure
e
tim
me by a factoor of 4 theooretically shoould increasee your SNR
R by a
factorr of 2.
Framee stacking: Stacking fraames has a similar
s
affecct on SNR as
a exposure time,
the im
mpact being proportionaal to sqrt(# frames). Thus
T
stackinng 4 framess will
increaase your SNR over that of a single frame by a factor of 2, 100 frames by a
factorr of 10, etcc. For the full benefitt of stackinng to be reaalized, the noise
experiienced in yoour image muust be entireely random and
a time varyying (ie. no fixed
pattern
n noise, no warm
w
pixels, etc.).
Binnin
ng: Binningg your sensor has a beneficial impact on SNR. The
T improveement
is prop
portional to the number of bins. Forr example biinning 2x2 will
w increase your
SNR by
b a factor of
o 2, bin 3x3 by a factor of 3, etc.
Coolin
ng: Since dark
d
current noise is dirrectly affecteed by the teemperature of
o the
sensorr, applicationn of cooling reduces noiise and thus increases SN
NR.

Figure 2

Example
e Calculation
n of Image SNR
S

From thee perspectivee of a personn using a cam
mera for EA
AA, perhaps a more relevvant perform
mance
parameteer to use forr comparingg cameras iss how long it takes to generate ann image witth an
acceptable SNR lev
vel for observing. I haave created such a parrameter callled the Tim
me To
Observabble Image (T
TTOI), definned as the tottal amount of
o time requiired to achievve an imagee with
SNR = 20.
2
The tarrget SNR vaalue is someewhat arbitraary, but for the purposees of my caamera
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comparisson testing a value of 200 does a prettty good job of tying my bench testinng to what caan be
expectedd under real observing
o
coonditions, as will be expllained more below.
Objectivves:
In this thhird part of my
m comparison testing I will
w measuree the SNR foor each cameera under a range
r
of settinggs. User parrameters varried during my
m testing innclude: expposure time, gain settingg, and
cooling level. From the measureed data I alsoo determine each
e
cameraa's TTOI.
Methodoology:
The maiin componeent of this test is the measuremeent of SNR
R. I achievved this by first
constructting a repressentative inddoor target, in my case a 4700K coloour temperatture halogenn bulb
powered by a regulatted 5VDC poower supplyy. The light is containedd within an enclosed boxx with
8"x10" piece
p
of opal glass at onee end to act as a diffuserr. On the othher side of the opal glasss is a
~1" x 0.55" rectangulaar orifice thaat forms the target
t
at whiich I aimed the
t camera.

Figure 3

Re
eference Ligh
ht Source fo
or SNR Meassurements

All of my
m measurem
ments were made
m
using a William Optics
O
FLT998 APO reffractor positiioned
across a darkened
d
roo
om, 20' awaay from the target.
t
The telescope
t
waas operated at
a its native f/6.3,
but I addded a stack of
o neutral deensity filterss (total ND5.7, 0.0002%
%) to reduce the brightneess of
my light source dow
wn to somethhing more inn line with a real deepskky target. For each cam
mera I
made myy measurem
ments with thhe focuser set
s at 10mm
m outside off focus to fuurther ensurre the
uniformitty of the tarrget as observed by the camera. With
W this setuup I measurred single frrames
from each camera ov
ver a range of
o settings:
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Gain: On the AS
SI294 I used four gain seettings: 0, 220,
2
430, andd 570 (max)). On
the DS10C-TEC
D
I used 1 (m
min) and 1660 (max), for
fo both the LCG and HCG
setting
gs. HCG enngages autom
matically on the
t ASI294 for gain setttings above 120.
1
Expossure time: Varied from
m 50ms upp to the maax allowablee by the caamera
softwaare: 16 minutes
m
on the
t DS10C--TEC, and 2000s (33 minutes) onn the
ASI29
94. Exposurres varied deepending onn the gain used, ie. longeer exposure times
t
when less gain used.
ng: Varied between
b
TE
EC off and maximum
m
TE
EC. TEC offf temperaturres on
Coolin
the DS10C-TEC were
w
all arouund +25°C, and for the ASI294 werre around +116°C.
Maxim
mum TEC teemperatures for the DS110C-TEC weere around -220°C, and foor the
ASI29
94 were -16°°C.

Figure 3 below show
ws the typicaal appearancee of one of the captured frames. Alll the frames were
post proccessed using the followinng steps:
1. Crop out the uniform
m part of thee target and a uniform part
p of the background
b
from
each imag
ge and save as
a separate BMP
B
files;
2. Run each
h cropped im
mage, signaal and backgground, throough a custoom program
m that
reads all the
t pixel inteensity data and
a calculatees the mean and
a standardd deviation;
3. Import th
he mean andd standard deeviation dataa into a spreeadsheet forr further anaalysis,
the main calculations
c
being SNR and TTOI.

Figure 4

e Image Dataa From Testiing
Sample

The sourrce code for the program
m I wrote to extract
e
meann and stddevv is attached to the end of
o this
test reporrt. It is a veery simple FORTAN
F
coode, crude but
b it does thhe job. I chhose to use the
t 2sigma cliipped mean for my SNR
R calculationns in order to
t minimize the impact of hot and warm
w
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pixels on the calculation of the signal mean which would have artificially increased the SNR
values. SNR was calculated using the following equation:
SNRsignal = (MEANsignal-MEANbackground)/STDDEVsignal
TTOI is calculated using the equation below:
TTOI = (SNRtarget/SNRsignal)2 x Texposure
, where SNRtarget has been set to 20 to give TTOI values that align well with my experience in
practice using the ASI294 and other cameras for EAA.
During my data collection process, both cameras were used in 14/16 bit mode. However I saved
images as viewed on the screen (ie. as they would be observed by the user doing EAA) into 8-bit
per channel image files. I did this simply because it is much easier to work with 8-bit per
channel images. I was willing to accept the reduction in accuracy, which really only affects data
points at the lowest of exposure times, when my mean signal value was small.
Results:
Figures 5 and 6 below are plots of the measured SNR for the ASI294MC Pro and DS10C-TEC
respectively. A log-log scale was required to capture the very large range of SNR and exposure
time values encountered during the testing. There are a number of traits that seem to be common
between the two cameras:






SNR increases with exposure time, a behaviour that was expected and is
consistent with theory. Note that for all the plotted data, the right-most data point
on each curve was the longest exposure time achievable without saturating the
image, or without running up against the max exposure limit set by the camera
software.
Increasing gain resulted in an increase in SNR for the same exposure time, but
also a reduction if the max achievable SNR in a single frame due to the image
saturating sooner. This ties to the fact that as camera gain is increased, the full
well depth of the sensor reduces. Thus the largest SNR achievable with a single
frame occurs when gain is set to minimum (ie. well depth is maximum).
SNR increases with the application of sensor cooling. The extent to which the
cooling improves the SNR varies depending on the exposure time, and varies
differently between cameras as will be discussed more below.

For the ASI294 camera it appears that cooling does almost nothing to improve SNR for exposure
times less than 100sec. This is an interesting observation since it implies that for EAA one does
not need to use the TEC version of this camera. The TEC would only appear to be useful in AP
applications where exposure times are in the multiple minute range. Even then, the improvement
in SNR resulting from cooling is on the order of 2x at most.
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Figure 5

Measured SNR for ASI294MC Pro

For the DS10C-TEC, cooling has a much larger positive influence on SNR. When un-cooled the
DS10C-TEC produces SNR values significantly lower than the ASI294. But with cooling
engaged the DS10C-TEC produces SNR values that are comparable to that of the ASI294.
Comparing SNR values more closely it appears that the cooled DS10C-TEC has SNR values
superior to the ASI294 for short exposure times, exposures less than 100sec. For exposures
greater than 100sec the ASI294 produces better SNR values. This observation implies that these
two cameras are optimized for different applications. Although they are both capable of doing
EAA and AP, the DS10C-TEC is optimized for EAA, and the ASI294 is optimized for AP.
Whether or not this optimization was a conscious decision made by the two camera
manufacturers, I don't know for sure, but it is a reasonable assumption.
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Figure 6

Measured SNR for DS10C‐TEC

The TTOI plots for the two cameras are shown below in Figures 7 and 8. Some common
observations that can be made from these plots are as follows:





At each gain setting, there is very clearly a single exposure time that gives the
minimum TTOI.
If one looks at all the gain setting curves together the TTOI plots trace out an
overall minimum TTOI curve for each camera. This family curve defines what
gain and exposure combination will give the best overall TTOI for the camera.
For the cooled ASI294 the combination is roughly Gain 430 + Exp 100sec, and
for the cooled DS10C-TEC the combination is roughly Gain 0 (HCG) + Exp
30sec. The optimum values are different when cooling is off, in general pushing
gain higher and exposure time lower.
Cooling has a very clear positive impact on TTOI, much more obvious than the
impact on SNR.
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Figure 7

Measured TTOI(min) for ASI294MC Pro

With the ASI294 camera, cooling has little to no impact on TTOI for exposure times below
30sec. This is consistent with what was observed in the SNR data. Cooling does improve the
overall best TTOI achievable with the camera, which is around 3.3 minutes compared with a noTEC value of around 4 minutes. Note that the curves for the 0 gain case are not as smooth as
those for the other gain settings because the absolute signal magnitude for those test points were
very low. Better quality data for the 0 gain case would have been achieved if I had performed all
my data gathering and analysis in 16-bit per channel instead of 8-bit per channel. Nonetheless,
the end conclusions of my testing would have been the same if I had used 16-bit per channel.
On the DS10C-TEC camera, the improvement in TTOI realized by using cooling is quite large.
Without cooling the DS10C-TEC delivers TTOI values significantly longer than the ASI294, but
with cooling on the DS10C-TEC delivers TTOI values that are shorter than the ASI294. Using
the optimum gain-exposure combination a minimum TTOI value of 2.3 minutes can be achieved,
roughly 70% the best TTOI of the ASI294. The TTOI plots for the DS10C-TEC also rather flat
on the bottom, allowing for the use of a wide range of gain-exposure combinations and still
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achieve nearly optimum TTOI values. For the ASI294 the range of gain-exposure combinations
giving near-optimum TTOI values is more narrow.
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Figure 8

Measured TTOI(min) for DS10C‐TEC

Conclusions:
In summary, the following conclusions have been drawn from my SNR and TTOI
measurements:
1. The belief that having the same CMOS sensor in these two brands of camera means that
they must have the same performance is not borne out by my test data. It would seem
that two cameras using the same sensor CAN have quite different performance. The
design and build of the remainder of the camera components, outside of the CMOS
package, have as much to do with overall performance as the sensor itself.
2. With cooling off, the ASI294 has superior imaging performance compared with the
DS10C-TEC. I believe that this is a result of a combination of higher sensor
temperatures and higher gain used in the DS10C-TEC camera. On a side note, from a
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previous batch of testing it appears that the non-TEC version of the DS10C has un-cooled
performance that is much more similar to the ASI294 (see Figure 9 below).
3. With cooling on, the DS10C-TEC delivers imaging performance that is very similar to
the ASI294. The DS10C-TEC performs better at exposure times below 100sec, and the
ASI294 performs better at exposure times above 100sec.
4. I have used both cameras in practice for EAA (the DS10C non-TEC as well), and find
them both to be very capable cameras. They have similarly low ampglow, and produce
relatively low amounts of noise, making them both easy and enjoyable to use.
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Figure 9

Measured SNR: ASI294MC‐Pro vs DS10C (non‐TEC)

The measurement of SNR and TTOI was the last major test activity I had planned. There are
two smaller items that I still want to explore however: how the SNR of actual stacked frames
compares to theory, and how resistant to sensor window fogging the two cameras are. Stay
tuned!
Jim Thompson
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Appendix: Image Analysis Source Code
!****************************************************************************
!
! PROGRAM: BMPSTATS
!
! PURPOSE: This program reads in a list of Windows 24bit .BMP files, and
!
writes out the histogram statistics for the image, including:
!
mean, standard deviation, and sigma clipped mean. Developed
!
for use with Jim T's camera SNR measurement method. Based off
!
BMPHISTO code.
!
! DATE: 06‐Dec‐18
!
! rev 0, 06‐Dec‐18: initial release
!
!****************************************************************************
program BMPSTATS
use DFLIB
implicit none
integer I,J,K,MAXWIDTH,MAXHEIGHT,MAXFILES,irec,iwidth,iheight,ipad
integer numfiles,numsig
parameter(MAXWIDTH=1000,MAXHEIGHT=1000,MAXFILES=100) ! limit max image size & number of images
integer image(MAXHEIGHT,MAXWIDTH,3)
! matrix to put image RGB values into
character*24 buffer,outfile,infile(MAXFILES)
integer*1 header(54),ch
integer hiwi(8),numpixels
real pad,mean(3),sigmean(3),stddev(3),gmean,gsigmean,gstddev,lrgb(3)
! read in script file that gives list of .bmp filenames
call getarg(1,buffer)
open(unit=1,file=buffer)
read(1,*)numfiles ! number of .bmp files to process
read(1,*)numsig ! number * stddev to clip
read(1,*)lrgb(1),lrgb(2),lrgb(3)
read(1,*)outfile ! name of csv file to write results to
open(unit=2,file=outfile)
! print header to output file
write(2,*)'gmean,gsigmean,gstddev'
! ********************* Per File Loop *************************
! for each .bmp file listed in the script file, read file name and then
! read in the image data, then calculate the stats and write to output
do 10 I=1,numfiles
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read(1,*)infile(I)
print*,infile(I)
open(unit=3,file=infile(I),form='binary',access='direct',recl=1)
! read .bmp file header
do 2 irec=1,54
read(3,rec=irec) header(irec)
2
end do
! check header info to make sure .bmp is format needed
if((header(11).ne.54).or.(header(29).ne.24).or.(header(31).ne.0)) then
print*,'sorry, can not handle this file'
end if
! get image height and width
do 5 irec=19,26
if(header(irec).lt.0) then

! header records are 1‐byte integer ‐128 to 127, so change to 0 to 255
hiwi(irec‐18)=header(irec)+256

else
hiwi(irec‐18)=header(irec)
endif
5

end do
iheight=hiwi(5)+256*(hiwi(6)+256*(hiwi(7)+256*hiwi(8)))
iwidth=hiwi(1)+256*(hiwi(2)+256*(hiwi(3)+256*hiwi(4)))
numpixels=iheight*iwidth
print*,'height=',iheight,'width=',iwidth,'pixels',numpixels

! now read in image data
pad=(1.0‐((iwidth*0.75)‐floor(iwidth*0.75)))*4
print*,pad
ipad=pad
if(ipad.eq.4) then
ipad=0
endif
print*,'padding=',ipad
irec=54
image=0 ! reset image(j,k,l)
do 20 J=1,iheight
do 30 K=1,iwidth
irec=irec+1
read(3,rec=irec) ch
! read B
if(ch.lt.0) then
! ch is 1‐byte integer ‐128 to 127, so change to 0 to 255
image(J,K,3)=ch+256
elseif(ch.gt.0) then
image(J,K,3)=ch
endif
irec=irec+1
read(3,rec=irec) ch
! read G
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if(ch.lt.0) then
! ch is 1‐byte integer ‐128 to 127, so change to 0 to 255
image(J,K,2)=ch+256
elseif(ch.gt.0) then
image(J,K,2)=ch
endif
irec=irec+1
read(3,rec=irec) ch
! read R
if(ch.lt.0) then
! ch is 1‐byte integer ‐128 to 127, so change to 0 to 255
image(J,K,1)=ch+256
elseif(ch.gt.0) then
image(J,K,1)=ch
endif
30
20

end do
irec=irec+ipad
end do
close(unit=3)

! find the image mean value for each colour channel
mean=0 ! reset mean(L)
do 40 J=1,iheight
do 50 K=1,iwidth
mean(1)=mean(1)+image(J,K,1)
mean(2)=mean(2)+image(J,K,2)
mean(3)=mean(3)+image(J,K,3)
50
end do
40
end do
mean(1)=mean(1)/numpixels
mean(2)=mean(2)/numpixels
mean(3)=mean(3)/numpixels
! find the image standard deviation for each colour channel
stddev=0
! reset stddev(L)
do 60 J=1,iheight
do 70 K=1,iwidth
stddev(1)=stddev(1)+(image(J,K,1)‐mean(1))**2
stddev(2)=stddev(2)+(image(J,K,2)‐mean(2))**2
stddev(3)=stddev(3)+(image(J,K,3)‐mean(3))**2
70
end do
60
end do
stddev(1)=(stddev(1)/numpixels)**0.5
stddev(2)=(stddev(2)/numpixels)**0.5
stddev(3)=(stddev(3)/numpixels)**0.5
! find the image sigma clipped mean value for each colour channel. This is a method of ignoring
! hot pixels in the image that might affect the calculation of the mean.
sigmean=0 ! reset sigmean(L)
do 80 J=1,iheight
do 90 K=1,iwidth
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if(image(J,K,1).ge.(mean(1)+numsig*stddev(1))) then
sigmean(1)=sigmean(1)+mean(1)
elseif(image(J,K,1).lt.(mean(1)+numsig*stddev(1))) then
sigmean(1)=sigmean(1)+image(J,K,1)
end if
if(image(J,K,2).ge.(mean(2)+numsig*stddev(2))) then
sigmean(2)=sigmean(2)+mean(2)
elseif(image(J,K,2).lt.(mean(2)+numsig*stddev(2))) then
sigmean(2)=sigmean(2)+image(J,K,2)
end if
if(image(J,K,3).ge.(mean(3)+numsig*stddev(3))) then
sigmean(3)=sigmean(3)+mean(3)
elseif(image(J,K,3).lt.(mean(3)+numsig*stddev(3))) then
sigmean(3)=sigmean(3)+image(J,K,3)
end if
90
80

end do
end do
sigmean(1)=sigmean(1)/numpixels
sigmean(2)=sigmean(2)/numpixels
sigmean(3)=sigmean(3)/numpixels

! combine RGB values into a single intensity value
gmean=lrgb(1)*mean(1)+lrgb(2)*mean(2)+lrgb(3)*mean(3)
gsigmean=lrgb(1)*sigmean(1)+lrgb(2)*sigmean(2)+lrgb(3)*sigmean(3)
gstddev=lrgb(1)*stddev(1)+lrgb(2)*stddev(2)+lrgb(3)*stddev(3)
! print the stats to the outfile
print*, mean(1),mean(2),mean(3)
print*, stddev(1),stddev(2),stddev(3)
print*, sigmean(1),sigmean(2),sigmean(3)
print*, gmean,gsigmean,gstddev
write(2,100)gmean,',',gsigmean,',',gstddev
100
format(F9.5,A1,F9.5,A1,F9.5)
10

end do
close(unit=1)
close(unit=2)
print *, 'All done list in ',buffer
end program BMPSTATS
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